We estimated the difference between potential savings if the adjustment had been perfect and the actual saving obtained (£21,135), possibly caused by the preparation process or expiry of some reconstituted vials.

Conclusions Residues management is a common practise to improve the efficiency of the preparation process. Optimizing this process of updating medicines’ stabilities, recording the opening date on the vial, checking expiries and storage conditions, achieved significant savings in the cost of treatments.
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Background Prescription RSV (Respiratory Syncytial Virus) immunoprophylaxis with palivizumab involves high pharmaceutical costs associated with paediatric services. It is necessary to establish protocols aimed at reducing the cost associated with these treatments, adjusted to the best cost-effectiveness criteria.

Purpose To assess whether the prescriptions are consistent with indications of greater efficiency, to assess the impact of the revision of the criteria in the last vaccination campaign.

Materials and Methods We analysed the cost associated with the use of palivizumab in the last six years, the criteria for indication of prophylaxis, and the impact of the restrictions introduced last season. The number of doses that can be administered has been restricted: a limitation for the higher-risk months (Nov-Jan), and more cost-effective presentations (100 mg) are to be used.

We extracted from our hospital system (SAP) the dispensed prescriptions of palivizumab from September 2006 to February 2012 (5 vaccination campaigns) analysing the number of patients treated, number of doses per child, vaccination period, consumption distribution among different presentations, indication criteria and associated cost.

Results An examination of the last 6 vaccination campaigns shows the impact of the measures taken. We obtained a 35% cost reduction (£98,875.25) compared to the average in recent seasons, and a 28% decrease in the number of children treated. The priority of using 100 mg vials meant a 63% reduction in the use of 50 mg vials, which are less cost-effective. The largest decrease (10%) in prescriptions was in premature infants between 29 and 35 weeks gestation. No vaccinations were done in March.

Conclusions Establishing agreed more restrictive criteria used in the selection of patients to be treated, limiting the months in which the vaccine can be administered and the preferential use of 100 mg vials has brought about a 35% reduction in the cost associated with this treatment (£98,875.25) compared to previous campaigns.
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Background High economic impact medicines are used off-label in paediatric situations, using adult presentations for lack of a paediatric form.

Purpose To justify preparing individualised medicines for paediatric use according to individual need; adaptation to increase safety and reduce costs.

Materials and Methods Retrospective review of high-impact medicines used in individualised treatment in paediatrics. Duration of study: 4 years. The medicines were included if they had been needed (adalimumab 35 months, anakinra 73 months and pegfilgrastim 50 months).

Data collection sources: Computer application in the pharmacotechnical area, software of the outpatient dispensing and management system. Personnel times were collected according to the Catalogue of Products and Billing (2nd edition 2009) and costs according to the Analytical Accounting Service. As these were standard sterile formulas the time and cost of pharmaceutical personnel were considered (standard operating procedure of a new product and successive validations), nurse (production) and technician (material preparation, labelling and packaging).

We compared the cost of dispensing the complete pharmaceutical form with individualised costs through sterile repackaging.

Variables studied: patients, different types of dosages, number of syringes made, number of syringes consumed and associated costs. For economic valuation the cost of the commercial presentation and the personnel involved in the making were considered.

Results The 3 medicines identified were repacked from the adult branded product formulations.